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Nature-Inspired
Aviation Solutions
BACKGROUND

DESIGN

Humans can travel the world in many different ways.
We have boats that float, planes that fly, and cars that
travel on land. Despite all our options, though, very few
vehicles can move in all three environments: over water,
on land, and through air. Wouldn’t it be more convenient
if you could get in your car and fly to school instead? Or
maybe land a plane on a lake where you will be spending
your summer vacation?

Materials available:

Even though humans struggle to travel through different
media efficiently, many species of birds and insects
accomplish this feat all the time! We can use these
animals as inspiration to design new technologies that
can improve human travel. Today, you will engineer a
new technology by incorporating inspirations found in the
natural world.

REQUEST
Using inspiration from the natural world, you will design
a drone that can fly in the air and also land on water. After
you have designed the drone, you will name your drone
after an animal that exhibits similar behavior.

•• Paper
•• Pencil

TASK
•• Using inspiration from an animal in the natural
world, draw a design of a drone that can fly in
the air and land on water. When preparing your
design, be sure to think about how the drone can
apply lift while still being buoyant. Specify the
characteristics of the materials you will need to
build the design. Then, name your design after the
animal that inspired the design.

PROTOTYPE
Materials available:
•• Aluminum (e.g., paper clips), plastic (e.g., plastic
pipes), and wood (e.g., balsa wood) materials to
build frame of prototype
•• Sheets of soft and hard plastic (e.g., plastic bags,
transparency film)
•• Small, battery-operated fans (e.g., MB50100V2)
•• Batteries
•• Water-resistant tape and glue
•• Large basin with approximately 1 inch of water
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ENGINEERING DESIGN JOURNAL

STUDENT HANDOUT

The engineering design process involves a series of steps that leads to the development of new products or systems.
In this design challenge, you will complete each step and document your work as you propose a solution.
Step 1-Identify the Problem

1. What is the problem and/or the need that justifies the project?

2. Who is the target population and who will benefit from the solution?

3. How will the result of this solution impact peoples’ lives, the educational community and/or the world?
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STEP 2-REVIEW THE CRITERIA AND CONSTRAINTS

STUDENT HANDOUT

What are the criteria and constraints for the given problem?

Criteria

Constraint

Materials List
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STEP 3-GENERATE IDEAS

STUDENT HANDOUT

Additional considerations to guide your sketches:

In the box below sketch out your ideas.
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STEP 4-REFINE

STUDENT HANDOUT

Review and discuss each group member’s ideas from step 3. Record your notes in the table below. Possible review
could include testing experiments, simulations, peer review, etc. Be sure to include any data collected. The steps below
can help to guide your discussions.
Enter the criteria and constraints of the project in the first column.
Use a numeric value to rate each solution against the criteria or constraint.
(2=completely meets the requirement, 1=somewhat meets the requirement, 0=does not meet the requirement)
Total the columns and circle the highest score.
Constraint

Sketch/Idea 1

Sketch/Idea 2

Sketch/Idea 3

Other criteria:
A single rating for your
own ""nice-to-have,"
desirable criteria and
universal design criteria,
such as:
Robustness
Aesthetics
Cost and Resources
Time
Skill Required
Safety
Total
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STEP 5-FINAL DESIGN

STUDENT HANDOUT

Sketch and label your final design below after consulting with your group.
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STEP 6-CREATING OR MAKING A DESIGN

STUDENT HANDOUT

Division of Labor Chart
Team Members: _____________________________________
Directions: Use the chart below to keep track of how much time each team member spends on each task.

Description of Task

Person(s) Responsible

Amount of Time Spent on Task
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STEP 7-COMMUNICATION AND REDESIGN

STUDENT HANDOUT

Use evidence from your own reflection and the Gallery Walk Feedback Form to respond to questions 1–2.
1. What were the strongest features of your design?

2. What were the weaknesses of your design?

In the space below, explain what further work would need to be done to prepare the product for the marketplace/actual
implementation. How would you re-design your drone after reviewing your feedback?
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GALLERY WALK FEEDBACK FORM

STUDENT HANDOUT

Keep this paper with your project. Other teams will provide feedback as they walk around.
Team Name: 					Project Name:

Team Name: __________________________

Team Name: __________________________

Team Feedback:

Team Feedback:

Team Name: __________________________

Team Name: __________________________

Team Feedback:

Team Feedback:

Team Name: __________________________

Team Name: __________________________

Team Feedback:

Team Feedback:
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